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Paragraph 6.1.2. (Russian only), correct the word "quotient" (word "произведение") to read "отношение".

Annex 6.

Paragraph 1.2., correct to read:

"...... with the Technical Service, on the initial thickness of the material, which shall be mentioned in the test report.

Composite materials (see paragraph 6.1.3.) shall be tested ......"

Paragraph 1.3., amend the words "defined low-energy flame" to read "defined flame" and in Russian text only correct the words "в П-образном держателе" to read "в У-образном держателе"

Paragraph 2.2. (Russian only), correct the words "из двух П-образных металлических пластин" to read "из двух У-образных металлических пластин" and the words "нижнюю П-образную раму" to read "нижнюю У-образную раму".

Paragraph 4.5. (Russian only), correct the words "первую точку изменения." to read "первую точку измерения.".

Paragraph 4.7. (Russian only), align the beginning of the paragraph with the English text, to read:

"4.7 Если образец не воспламеняется или его горение прекращается ......"

Annex 8.

Paragraph 4.1. (Russian only), correct the temperature range "10°C-0°C" to read "10°C - 30°C".